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Abstract

The use of the field emission as means of filling the electron traps is proposed. Because

of the electron tunneling at the cathode tip, the energy of the emitted electrons is lower than the

electrostatic potential of the tip surface by the work function of the tip material. Consequently the

electrons are trapped by the electrostatic well without requiring the dynamic trapping. The

Brillouin density will be reached readily because the injection on the axis of the cylindrical

symmetry dictates that the canonical angular momentum of the electrons vanishes. Furthermore

the evaporative cooling due to the electrons escaping from the trap over the potential barrier may

be able to cool the trapped electrons to cryogenic temperatures. The interesting regimes of the

strongly correlated plasma and the quantum mechanical plasma may be obtained.

Keywords: electron trap, field emission, tunneling effect, cooling of electrons, electron plasma,
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1. Introduction

The physical behaviors of non-neutral plasma have been studied in various charged

particle traps, a typical of which is Penning-Malmberg trap as shown in Fig 1. It is a cylindrical

trap where the radial motion of the charged particles are constrained by magnetic field, while the

longitudinal motion is constrained by an electrostatic potential well. When used as an electron

trap, the electrons from a thermionic cathode are injected parallel to the magnetic field while the

cathode side of the electrostatic well is open. By closing the well dynamically, the electrons

which fail to escape during the well closure will be trapped. Because of the low current density

available from thermionic cathodes, the electron density on the trap is limited to well below the

Brillouin limit.

The trapped electron density may be increased greatly by taking advantage of the electron

tunneling. Suppose we place a channel through which electrons can tunnel into the electrostatic

well. The kinetic energies of the electrons after entering into the well via tunneling is smaller than

the height of the potential barrier of the well. Consequently the electrons will bounce around

inside the well until they find the channel. The probability of the tunneling back is small [< 10~6 ]

and the electrons accumulate during many transit times. Hypothetically a steady state is reached

when the electron density in the trap is equal to the electron density at the source. If the source is

a metal, the density of the electrons in the conduction band is huge [> 1028 nr3 ]. Therefore it is

likely that the electron density is limited by other physical processes before it reaches the steady

state with the source.

Meantime the velocity distribution of the electrons in the trap become Maxwellian due to

the electron-electron collisions, the electrons in the Maxwellian tail may have sufficient energies

to escape from the trap. The energies of the escaping electrons are always higher than the energy

of the electrons tunneling in. Thus the evaporative cooling takes place and the electron

temperature decreases.

As the number of the trapped electrons increases the potential energy of the electrons in

the trap becomes higher until the tunneling ceases. The evaporative cooling may continue until the

electron temperature becomes so low and the evaporation stops.
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The field emission cathode can act as the channel described above. The electrons in metal

is confined by the potential barrier at the interface between metal and vacuum which is called the

work function. When a strong electric field perpendicular to metal surface is applied the thickness

of the potential barrier is reduced and the electrons can tunnel out into vacuum resulting in the

field emission.

In the following the characteristics of the field emission, the equilibrium of the electron

plasma, the filling of the trap by the field emission cathode, the evaporative cooling, the

collisional heating, the field error effects and the attainable plasma regimes will be discussed.

2. Field Emission

A simplified energy diagram of the electrons at metal vacuum interface is shown in Fig-2.

A negative voltage V is applied to the metal with respect to vacuum. The metal electrons are in the

conduction band and the energy difference between the surface and the bottom of the conduction

band is the work function e<(). Typically <j) is 4-5 volts. At a finite temperature T the electrons are

distributed kT above the bottom of the conduction band. When the applied electric field is large

and the thickness of the potential barrier is reduced, the electrons will tunnel out to vacuum. The

energy W of the tunneled out electrons in vacuum is given by

W = - eV - e$ + 2kT (1)

Because a very high electric field [ > 109 V/m] is required for a significant emission

current, the cathode is usually shaped as a sharp needle. The perpendicular electric field at the

surface of the tip is approximately given by

E = [-V + <t>0]/R (2)

where R is the radius of the curvature of the tip and <t>0 is the potential of the anode. The

thickness of the barrier increase with R and the tunneling is concentrated near the very tip.

The field emission current density is given by Fowler-Nordheim formula [1].
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j = aE2exp (- p/£) (3)

where j is the current density in A/m2, E is the electric field strength in V/m, 0 is the work

function in volt and

a = 7.5 x 1CT V 'e*P (10.4 <()"1/2) (4)

(5)

An example set of numbers is 0 = 4 volt, E = 5 x 109 V/m and j = 1010A / m2.

By assuming that the emitting area is R2 the current I from the tip is given by

I = a(V')2exp(-pR/V) (6)

where V = - V + %.

With a very sharp tip, i.e.,. a very small R, the high electric field necessary for a

sufficient field emission current may be obtained at a relatively low voltage . When the voltage V

becomes comparable to the work function 0, the above formula which assumes V ' » 0 must be

modified because the potential barrier against the tunneling becomes wider than the formula

indicates.

We assume that the tip is a sphere of the radius R and estimate the tunneling probability.

The revised formula becomes,

I = a{V')2expl-($R/V'){-2V'/<b-2ln(\-<$>/V'lV')2<\>-2}\ (7)

where the anode is assumed be at infinite. At the limit of V ' » 0 the formula become identical to

eq(6). At around V'=2<t> a noticeable reduction of the current occurs and at V'= 1.5 0 the current

is severely reduced.
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The I-V characteristics of a cathode tip can be measured experimentally. The parameters

a and PR are determined from the measured characteristics. It is expected that they vary from tip

to tip.

Since the invention of the micro-cathode tips by C. A. Spindt [2] the field emission array

[FEA] has been under development for vacuum micro-electronics applications. One of the

development effort is to reduce the operating voltage. The life time of the cathode tips depends on

the degradation due to the sputtering by the ions of the residual gas atoms or molecules

accelerated toward the tip. By lowering the operating voltage the ion energy can be below the

sputtering threshold [~30eV]. Better yet if the operating voltage is below the ionization energy

the ions will be absent. The cathodes workable below 10 volts are being developed.

In parallel the scanning tunneling electron microscope has become practical. The probe

tips are required to have small R for this application also. The resolution of atomic dimension has

been obtained when a small bump of atomic scale is emitting electrons.

3. Electron Plasma Equilibria

In a cylindrical trap where the effect of the field errors and the collisions with the residual

gas can be neglected, the energy of the electron H and the canonical angular momentum pe are

constants of the motion. The Boltzmann distribution has the form [3]

/ = n^ml2iO<jf2exp [- {H - (opQ)/kTe\ (8)

where

H = mv2/2 -

p = mver - eBr2/2

m is the electron mass, v is the electron velocity, <I> is the electrostatic potential and B is the

magnetic field.



The substitution of H and pe in eq (8) yields

/ = n{ml2nkTe)
3l2exp [- (v - mr^)2m/2kTe\ (9)

n = n^exp [- {- e<t> + maiQ - (o)r2/2}/kTe] (10)

where Q is the cyclotron frequency, Q = eB/m. The velocity distribution is a rotating

Maxwellian with angular frequency (0. The total number of the electrons, the total angular

momentum and the total energy determine n, Te and co.

The plasma potential and the electron density are related through the Poisson's equation

(11)

For the cases where the Debye length XQ is much smaller than plasma radius a, the self consistent

density distribution satisfying eq (10) and eq (11) is nearly constant density to the radius a and

falls off steeply within about the Debye length. By assuming that the density is constant inside

the plasma O^r^a and vanishes between the plasma and the wall a^r^b,we obtain

= /mo(Q - a>){r2/2 - a2l2 - a2ln (b/aj) , 0-s.rs.a

(12)

- ia)a2ln (r/b) a<,r <.b

and

n = 2e(ymo(Q- io)e~2 0 s r s a

(13)

n = 0 asrs b

The electrons are injected from cathode with a very small tip placed on the cylindrical
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axis, Therefore all electrons have vanishingly small canonical angular momentum and the total

canonical momentum must vanish. The condition given by

j dv3 f {mrvQ - eBr2l2)fdr = 0 (14)

results in

m = Q/2 (15)

n — t(fil2m = nB 0 <.r s.a (16)

where ne is known as the Brillouin density.

As more electrons are injected the total number of the trapped electrons increases

(17)

where L is the axial length of the plasma. Since the density is always at the Brillouin limit, the

plasma radius expands as N increases. The plasma potential on the axis Oo deepens accordingly

2ln (b/a))/4n£0r. (18)

If the electron temperature is not negligibly small compared to the confining potential well

depth, the electrons at Maxwellian tail can escape from the trap. The flux T and the thermal

energy flux Q of the escaping electrons are given by

r = 4jifrdr( fvzdv3 (19)
JO Jvz=v,

Q = 4n( rdrf /v(v - <orti)2{m/2)dv3 (20)
Jo A,.»j
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where vj = 2(- eV* + e<$)/m and V* is the shallower of the trapping voltages; either on the

cathode or the electrode at the opposite end. It must satisfy

_ V*<~ V (21)

It is preferred that the electrons escape toward the end opposite to the cathode in the experiments

because the escaping flux can be measured separately. We obtain

T = {2kTJnm)"2{NILY '{1 - exp (- y)}exp {(eV* - e%)lkTe) (22)

Q = l\kTe{2 + (/ - (/ + y)e~W - *-Y)" '} - eV* + e%\ (23)

where y = mQ2a2/8kTe = a2l4k2
D. The factor y is the manifestation of the fact that the potential

well is deeper at the larger radius and the loss is concentrated near the axis.

After the equilibrium given by eq (16) is established, y » 1 and we obtain

T = {2kTe/Km)l/2{4moe- 2)kTeexp {e{ V* - %)/kTe} (24)

Q = l\2kTe-eV*+e<P0] (25)

4. Filling The Trap

The cathode is required to fill the trap in a realistic time. Like any phenomena involving

the tunneling the key question is the time scale. In the absence of the plasma loss, the number of

the trapped electrons increases as

d N / d t = I / e (26)

As the plasma potential builds up, the electric field at the cathode surface and hence the current

decrease. We assume that the equilibrium described in the previous section is established soon



after the start of the injection and obtain

dE e{l + Tin bid) ^
dt

The combination of eq (6), eq (26) and eq (27) yields

2 (ft
y\ El

By integration we obtain

where Eo- -VI R and V ' » <|) is assumed.

The following table shows an example of the time dependence of E.

E[10 9 v/m] 1.0 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.5 3.0 4.0

t[sec] R[nm] 4.8 x 107 1.4 x lO 4 130 3.2 1.8 x 102 8.2 x 106 6.3 x 10 7

with L =10-2 m, § = 4 volt and b/a=1000.

The electric field E* below which the time scale becomes extremely long is roughly given by

E* = 2.5 x 10%312 (30)

and the corresponding plasma potential is given by

%=V+$RIR* (31)



where R* = 4.0x10- %~"2.

If the cathode tip is very sharp and R < R* is satisfied, the revised formula for the current

given by eq (7) must be used. In this case the filling time becomes very long when

<J>0 = V + <|> + A<|> (32)

The value of A<\> depends somewhat on R and is typically <|)/2.

For a fixed cathode voltage, the plasma potential can reach the value given either by eq

(31) or eq (32). The number of the trapped electrons which is proportional to the plasma potential

can be increased by increasing the cathode voltage.

5. Evaporative Cooling

The injected electrons thermalize through the electron-electron collisions. The collision

frequency vee at the Brillouin density is given by

\ee = 1.4x 10\kTJe)' 3/2B2 (33)

and the thermalization proceed rapidly. The electrons at Maxwellian tail have enough energies to

escape from the trap. The time evolution of the equilibrium is described by

dN/dt = I/e-r (34)

When the particle balance is maintained, i.e.

I = eT (35)

the electron temperature varies as

= _ r[eV + e$ - eV* + 2k{Te - T)] (36)
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The right hand side represents the evaporative cooling.

Ordinarily the steady states [dN/dt = bTJbt = 0] are calculated and the accessibility of the

steady state can be discussed. However in this case both the field emission current and the

evaporation rate contain the exponential factors which act almost as an on-off switch. Therefore

the experimental steady state to be defined as the state both the injection and the evaporation are

turned off.

We define "steady state" by

1 < L (37)

eT < lmm (38)

where lmin is chosen depending on the time scale of the experiment. For example, if the

experimental confinement time is xm, one may choose lmin - eN/10xm.

The condition (37) has already been discussed in the previous section. For a given

cathode voltage when the plasma potential reaches the value given by either eq (31) or eq (32)

depending on R % R , the injection practically ceases. If the cathode voltage is increased further

the injection resumes and more electrons are trapped before the condition (37) is met again. On

the other hand if the cathode voltage is reduced the injection current remains off. Thus the region

(39)

can be accessed only by reducing the cathode voltage after the condition (37) is reached.

The evaporation steady state is reached when

^ ) m 4 n i ^ e x p [- e(- V* + *),kTe] < lmm (40)lmm

The above condition determines the lowest electron temperature reachable. When the injection
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and the evaporation are operating simultaneously, the value of - V* + O cannot be smaller than

A<|>. Therefore accessible electron temperature is a fraction, typically 1/20 of e((>. By reducing the

cathode voltage and turning off the injection, the plasma potential can be brought in the range

given by eq (39). The value of - V*+ O can be as small as one wishes and very low electron

temperatures become accessible. We shall examine this case.

In the absence of the injection we obtain

dN/dt = - C{kTJe)3l2exp (- %) (41)

{3l2)dNkTJdt = - C{kTJefl2kTe{2 + tyexp (-1) (42)

where C = (2e/nm)I/24m01 e and | = e{- V* + <t>)/kTe. The combination of the above equations

yields

[l/kTe)dkrjdt =N~ '{dN/dt\] + 2|)/J (43)

When £ » 1, the cooling rate is much faster than the loss rate of the electrons. We

construct a simple analytical solution by stipulating that V* is controlled in such a way to keep £

time independent. The solutions are

(44)

(45)

where x = {2/(2^ - 1)}{NyC\kTJe)" mexp (%) and the subscript 0 denotes the values at t=0. To

keep % time independent V* should be varied as

(46)
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For large values of \ the change in N is small compared to the change in the temperature.

(47)

For example the reduction of the temperature by factor 1000 is accomplished by the reduction of

the number of the trapped electrons by factor of 2.7 with £ =10.

The time scale for the electron temperature to decrease is

j _ 2 2% + 1

^r~(^32^-1 (48)
le0

For \ =5 and Te/Teo ~ 1000 the time is 4.8 x 103T. If No is 107 and kTe0 = 0.1 eV, x is 4.0 x 10-5

sec and the time to reach 104 eV is 0.19sec. The number of the trapped electrons is reduced to

15% of the initial number.

6. Collisional Heating and Field Error Loss

The electrons are heated by the collisions with the residual gas atoms or molecules

because the rotational velocity cor is much larger than the thermal velocity.

The heating rate Q+ is given by

Q+ = 2n( r dr{nmm2r2\ J2) (49)
Jo

where ve0 is the electron neutral collision frequency. The cross-section for the electron-neutral

collisions is proportional to the reciprocal of the electron velocity and the collision frequency is

given by

ve0 = {ite24ar)'
l2n0 (50)

where a0 is the Bohr radius, a r is the relative polarizability of the gas molecules and n0 is the gas
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number density. Typical values of a r are 10.6 for O2 and 11 for Ar.

By integration we obtain

g + = [ne2a3
0ar I t(/n)"2e2N2n01 ftie^ (51)

= 1.45 x 10-4' N2nol L

We add the heating term to eq (42) and obtain

[3/2)NdkTJdt = ~ TkTe{2 + §) + Q+ (52)

The balance between the evaporative cooling and the collisional heating occurs at

eC{iaje)m{2 + ^)exp (- lj) = (ne2afaxn I £(/n)1/2e2N2n01 8n^ (53)

or numerically

{kTJe)5l2{2 + tyxp (-1) = 3.5 xlO~37 N2n01L

The above formula gives the lowest temperature achievable for a given residual gas pressure. For

example with % = 10, L= 10"2 m and N= 106 the residual gas pressure must be below 8.5 x 1010

torr. For larger numbers of the trapped electrons the required residual gas pressure scales as the

reciprocal of the square of the number. It is because the rotational kinetic energy increases as the

square of the number of the electrons.

In the experiments the axi-symmetry of the trap is not perfect. It has been observed that

the plasma slowly expands and is lost even in very high vacuum. The cause of the loss is

attributed the field errors which make the system slightly non-symmetric. The confinement time

was found to scale as [ B/L]2. The best result so far is given by [4]

(54)
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where xm is the experimental confinement time. The confinement is also affected by the residual

gas pressure. The experimental scaling is given by

xg [sec] = 2.8 x 10~ %T}2 I pjtorr] (55)

where xg is the confinement time when the effect of the residual gas dominates and po is the

pressure of the residual gas. The critical pressure below which the effect of the field error

dominates is given by

pjlorr] < 8.8 x lCr8l\mf (56)

For L= 10~2m, the field error effect dominates below pressure of about 1 0 " torr.

Both the field error and the collisions with the residual gas causes the plasma loss by

imparting the drag force on the rotational motion of the plasma. Since the electron heating is also

caused by the drag, it may be conjectured that the similar scaling holds for the electron heating.

7. Plasma regimes

The field emission cathode can produce electron plasmas at the Brillouin density because

the electrons are injected with zero canonical angular momentum. The electron can be cooled by

the evaporative cooling or other means such as the radiative cooling. There are three distinctive

regimes depending on the electron temperature.

A] Classical electron plasma

This regime is most readily obtained. The condition that the Debye length is much smaller

than the plasma radius is given by

kTJe«5.8xlO~7 N (57)
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The evaporative cooling concurrent with the injection will cool the electrons to a fraction of eV

and the trapping of the electrons N > 107 will satisfy the above condition.

B] Strongly correlated electron plasma

The condition that the electrons are strongly correlated is given by

n\D « 1 (58)

By using n = nB , the condition becomes

TJ°K] <<3.6x 102B{T}2/3 (59)

The evaporative cooling after the emission is turned of is required to reach this regime.

C] Quantum mechanical electron plasma

This regime requires

kTe < tiQ/2 (60)

Tl°K] < 0.63 BJ]

Intensive cooling, high vacuum and strong magnetic field are needed to enter this regime.

In summary, the electron trap filled by the field emission cathode is proposed. The energy

of the electrons tunneling out of metal is lower than the cathode voltage and the static trapping is

possible. The injection on the cylindrical axis ensures that the canonical angular momentum of the

electrons vanishes. Thus the density at the Brillouin limit is readily obtained. It may be possible

to achieve the strongly correlated plasma and even the quantum mechanical plasma regimes with

the evaporative cooling.
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